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Preface: From Fissure, Reliably
The neighbor kids called me weird. I was twelve. I wrote poems, believed in magic, and was in
therapy for major depressive disorder. I had been on sustained serotonin re-uptake inhibitors
(SSRIs) since I was nine years old. While my worldview accommodated fairies and dragons lurking
at the edges of my awareness, it did not accommodate temporary feelings. My emotional landscape
was predicated on a rigidly linear and binary understanding of myself—every sadness was a
permanent catastrophe, every happiness was an ever-after.
Over time, this rigid belief in the mutual exclusion of binaries would drive me to suicidal
ideation. With poetry as my longest standing method of self-inquiry, I both recorded and explored
my mental health in verse. At twenty-five, fed up with the incessant cycle of what I knew by then to
be bipolar disorder, I began to fantasize about walking into the forest and never returning. Living
alone in the Far East, my life felt like a permanently lurching roller-coaster. I wanted off. It was at
this time that I encountered the concept of nonduality—the Buddhist belief that reality is unitive,
that opposites have an inherent reciprocity. This notion saved my life.
My adolescent depression persisted through high school. Well-versed in “The Plath Effect,”
1

my grandmother cautioned me not to read The Bell Jar. Eighteen and contentious, I read it

immediately. Indeed, Esther Greenwood sparked a wound-picking fascination with my depression,
and Plath became a gateway poet. Around the same time, articles circulated about increased suicidal
ideation in teens taking SSRIs. My worried therapist switched my medications in quick succession.
My tongue buzzed with withdrawal. I developed a sudden, irrepressible kleptomania. At the drug
store, I stuffed my pockets with do-dads and chapsticks. The edges of my vision sparkled, and I was
unable to make meaning of the clamor of suggestions about how to stabilize my behavior and
mood. My mental health was a spectacle, which made me want to hoard secrets. Plath resonated:
iv

What a million filaments.
The peanut-crunching crowd
Shoves in to see (25-27 “Lady Lazarus”)
During this time, poetry became a sanctuary. With poems as a source of mental privacy, I parked
under streetlights and wrote furtive lines. Profoundly uncomfortable with myself, I drank my way
into the hospital. A week later, I was arrested for shoplifting. In subsequent therapy, at age nineteen,
I received a new diagnosis: hypomania, the hypersexual type-two of bipolar disorder.
My first poetry workshop was concurrent with my hospitalization, arrest, and diagnosis. In
the marginalia of one of my highly abstract, confessional poems, my professor, Paul Beilstein, wrote,
“Let the strangeness be your entourage, but oversee all operations.” I was surprised by the
suggestion that, if harnessed, my idiosyncrasy could be an asset. A similar sentiment was posited by
my University’s Assistant Dean. The week of my arrest I received an invitation to a leadership
conference. A month later I made the Dean’s list. The Assistant Dean asked to meet weekly to
discuss my behavior: if I could channel my impulses perhaps I could be this/that/the-other. “I am
your opus,/ I am your valuable” (Plath, 246).
My second poetry professor, Ralph Angel, was too luminary for me to keep my cool around.
I’d show up sick to workshop, sweating and suppressing coughs; I didn’t want to miss a moment of
instruction. Ralph professed his hopeless urbanity and urged his students to understand poetry as a
mode of living more-so than a craft of language. He spoke of “making poems” rather than of
writing them and would show up to class jet-lagged, just back from reading in Munich or Rio. He’d
chew on toothpicks and cross his ankles. I was star-struck. We read the California poets, and I fell in
love with poetry as a thing-in-itself. Poetry became more than a way for me to understand myself,
although I still wrote predominately confessional poems, panicked:
O my God, what am I
That these late mouths should cry open
v

In a forest of frost, in a dawn of cornflowers (10-12 “Poppies in October”).
What was I? Nothing answered. I graduated.
I stopped reading and writing poetry while I researched urban planning and the history of
suburban sprawl. After finishing my undergraduate studies, I was hired to market mapping software.
Human geography fascinated me: how the planet holds people in patterns of relationship, how the
organization of human settlements can fend off or intensify depression. I wondered if moving to a
walkable city with pockets of urban green-space would stabilize my mood. The poor organization of
the suburb where I grew up seemed integral to my emotional instability. While this brief cessation of
poem-writing allowed external interests capture my attention, poetry remained the only way for me
to synthesize self-inquiry with new information. I began to write again in starts and stops. Vacillating
between an external and internal focus enriched my poetry. In 2012, armed with an interest in
human geography and a better understanding of my writing process, I left my Southern California
sprawl for Taipei, Taiwan—a walkable city with pockets of urban green-space.
With only one friend in a city of 2.7 million, books and breath became my companions. I
spent days at a time without speaking, and began to study under venerable Master Shang Longrik
Gyatso Rinpoche. In this novel quiet, my mind alarmed me. Tidal surges and droughts—ecstasy or
despondency, mania or depression. Weary of my radical moods, I confided suicidal ideation to
Rinpoche. He suggested that I begin a mantra practice and dedicate the merits to all sentient beings.
Cycling on Taipei’s wet streets, I clicked each recitation into a digitized mantra counter while I
visualized Green Tara. After counting 108 recitations, I’d mumble a dedication: May all sentient beings
be liberated from suffering and confusion. May all sentient beings achieve Enlightenment. I’d skid to a stop and
unstick snails from the sidewalk, set them against broad sub-tropical leaves. I began to understand
self-care as non-discrete from care of community and environment. Self-inquiry revealed itself to be
vi

intricately, intractably concerned with inquiry into the external. As within, so I looked at everything
and repeated, “This is me. This is me. This is me.”
Rinpoche’s more advanced students taught me breath meditation. To busy my anxious mind,
I read Buddhist theorists, writing poems to parse concepts. In an Alan Watts’ lecture on YouTube, I
encountered the idea of nonduality; in breath meditation, I encountered its function. Following my
breath in and out of my body, I wrote, “the mind builds a fort of sheets,” feeling as within, so without,
feeling symmetry. The mutual implication of polarities lent my worldview a new stability and
empowerment. Like Plath, I felt “aware of my heart: it opens and closes” (162). Nonduality became
an obsession, an engine for lyric inquiry. I began to use poetry as a mode for thought experiment,
seeking the dynamic tension of opposites in language. So apparent in the tide, the fission of atoms,
in my own catastrophic happiness and decadent despair, this dynamic tension continues to fascinate
me. Like Lyn Hejinian in My Life in the Nineties, I turned outward and “rebelled against worlds of my
own construction and withdrew into the empirical world surrounding me” (54). Convinced of the
mutual implication of inner worlds and outer, however, this withdrawal has become a means of
exploring and enriching my interior landscape.
Poetry as self-exploration is a well-populated genre. From Plath’s catastrophic empowerment
in “Lady Lazarus” to Adrienne Rich’s search for “the thing itself and not the myth” in “Diving into
the Wreck,” many poets have angled their intelligences against their self-understandings (Rich, 22). I
call out to both of these poems in this manuscript: to Plath’s Lazarus in the speaker’s rising in the
“The Control Sample Is Gaslit” and to Rich’s wreck in “I Came to Explore the Wreck.” Hearkening
to these poets, I wish to speak to a tradition of radical self-definition. These poems speak, too, to
Mary Ruefle, Laura Kasishke, and Darcie Dennigan. They speak to Bishop, Dickinson, Atwood, and
Moore. In the summer of 2015, I visited Judy Chicago’s The Dinner Party at The Brooklyn
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Museum—a symbolic banquet offering powerful women from history the ‘place at the table’ that, in
many ways, they are denied. By invoking these poets in my work, I wish to both ask for a place at
their table and to re-assert their presences as pulse, as vital.

The Dinner Table

Emily Dickinson’s Place at The Dinner Table

The manuscript’s most direct interrogation of gender, “The Control Sample Is Gaslit,”
personifies data-types in order to depict the emotional abuse tactic of gaslighting as it exacerbates
the orgasm gap. In this poem, in particular, the use of a polyphonic speaker allows for a more
perspective-rich exploration of its subject-matter. By moving between narrative development and
lyric inquiry, the poem seeks to enact the experience of doubting one’s own perceptions and
experiences, as when being gaslit. By using shifts in register to examine the role of linguistic and
rhetorical heritage in the understanding of others’ truths, this poem seeks to depict the difficulty of
communicating our lived experiences of sexual pleasure—a difficulty that becomes all the more
remarkable when one of the parties lives with mental illness.
Much of my writing is devoted to using lyric to understand how neurodivergent experiences
are informed by their context. In my own endeavor to understand myself and my circumstances,
lyric functions as both a heuristic and investigative mechanism. As my obsession with nonduality
viii

persists, my interests expand in scope. Marketing maps and living abroad, I had staggered under the
weight of globalism. I still struggle to negotiate the world’s complexity with the understanding that
my consciousness is not discrete from it. And, living with mental illness, I stagger, too, under the
implications of my consciousness on my community and environment. So while some poems in this
manuscript—like “God That I Used to Be” and “Mediation”—interrogate consciousness in order to
enact circumstance, others—like “Heraclitus” and “Just Outside the Blast Radius”—take up external
subject-matter as a means of accessing more reflective insights.
Along with my sense of separation from the world, nonduality challenged my belief in linear
emotional development. “For the poets have seen the truth that life, change, movement, and
insecurity are so many names for the same thing,” Alan Watts writes in Wisdom of Insecurity (48). And
truly, the wealth of poetry enacting impermanence is staggering—from Dickinson’s frank appraisal
of herself as “the Term between” eternity and immortality (181), to Bishop’s acknowledgement that
“so many things seem filled with the intent/to be lost that their loss is no disaster” (178). Lyric has
the power to qualify change as at once empowering and devastating. By writing out of a fascination
with impermanence, as well as the mutuality of opposites, I hope to “[make] instability into a
positive trait, a ready resource constantly renewing the possibilities of life,” as Dean Young writes in
The Art of Recklessness (123).
In trying to write these concepts, however, I worry that I operate out of a fundamental
fallacy. Chogyam Trungpa Rinpoche writes, of naming and categorization, “Once we are able to see
though our veil of preconception, we realize that it is an unnecessary and confused way of attaching
handles to experiences without considering whether the handles fit or not” (207). Am I sticking
handles on the ineffable, and if so, why? So many poets successfully write both impermanence and
nonduality—as with Armantrout’s challenge to the division of internal and external experience,
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“God’s fractal/stammer//pleasures us/again” (9) or Dickinson’s affirmation of life when she writes
“Death sets a Thing significant” (78). While poetry has served as an effective medium for
communicating these concepts, I worry that my motivation for writing them originates in my ego.
As such, I seek to maintain an interrogation of my creative intent, an interrogation that I hope never
lapses—even as I develop stronger faith in my artistic integrity.
I attempt to cultivate this integrity through a commitment to honest self-appraisal, a familiar
process to anyone with a longstanding history of talk therapy. When he declined psychoanalysis,
Rainer Maria Rilke said, “Don’t take my devils away or my angels may flee too” (TED). Pursuant to
honestly writing my own nonduality, this manuscript works to harness my devils, to transmute
mental illness into poetic swagger. If my angels ordain the ethic of my poetry, perhaps my devils can
lend vigor to its aesthetic. (“Let the strangeness be your entourage but oversee all operations.”) As
such, these poems do not turn away from fear, regret, or depression, but attempt to dwell with them.
Poems that attend the pain of mental illness include “Psychoanalysis for Extradimensional Beings,”
“I Came to Explore the Wreck,” and “Something Tidal,” while poems like “Operation Crossroads,”
and “Teachers Tell Me that From Far” look outward to inhabit the terror and remorse of a national
identity fraught with violence. By inviting questions of nationalism into this thesis, I hope to
contextualize the speaker’s experiences of human geography within the framework of her own
identity and privilege.
After repatriating, I felt estranged from my American identity. Having begun graduate study
at the University of New Orleans, I sat on my back stoop reading Mary Ruefle’s Madness, Rack, and
Honey. Words pulled on the luscious, sundrenched grass rolling up toward the levee. “There is a
world that poets cannot seem to enter,” Ruefle writes, “It is the world that everybody else lives in.
And the only thing poets seem to have in common is their yearning to enter this world” (194).
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Looking at the tangled plants, I could feel my distance from the flailing world. The strangeness I was
teased for, my entourage, still hovered around me. Since childhood, I’d felt excluded from the world
of everybody else—was my strangeness and isolation endemic to poetry? Poetry had been my
fortress, my friend, my sole reliable foundation. I consider Ruefle’s question, “How can the idea of
balance reside at only one side of a see-saw?” (271). While I fumble in social situations, I feel fluent
when writing poetry. Maybe estrangement from everybody else’s world is the opportunity cost that
allows me, through poetry, to connect.
While strangeness has accompanied me, much of my adolescent and adult life has been
spent pining for consistent company and community. For many who live with polar mood disorders,
the maintenance of stable relationships is a struggle. My polar moods contribute to a sense of futility
in terms of fostering long-lasting connections, and, as such, the tension between isolation and
companionship play a large role in these poems. In service to this dynamic, the manuscript opens
with a preface poem that warns off readers, establishing the figuration of the speaker as Bikini
Atoll—the location of historic nuclear bomb testing, a tide-bound landscape rendered unlivable by a
confluence of hubris, fear, and curiosity. While perhaps off-putting, my hope is to establish a
foreboding tone in order to preface the vertiginous stakes of maintaining mental health within a
global, post-nuclear context. The poems that follow “I Am Bikini Atoll” both directly and indirectly
figure the speaker’s experiences using bomb testing, catastrophic explosion, and war crimes.
Including this figuration throughout the manuscript is an attempt to enact the pervasive nature of
both mood disorders and radioactivity—the indelible high-stakes of intimacy: with others, with the
planet, and with myself.
This tension between intimacy and isolation factors heavily into the manuscript’s lyric essay,
“Filament,” which takes its title from Walt Whitman’s “A Noiseless, Patient Spider.” “Filament”
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uses the speaker’s encounters with spiders to explore the roles of geography, writing, and self-image
in her understanding of intimacy. Through its episodic narrative development, “Filament” seeks to
enact the disjoint of living with a mental health disorder that challenges consistency. The speaker’s
attempts to connect—despite her persistent sense of isolation and her wanderlust—represent her
simultaneous aversion and exultation regarding what Dickinson calls “the solitary prowess / Of a
Silent Life” (187). In weaving narrative and lyric, I speak to the emergent tradition of hybrid writers
like Maggie Nelson, who begins The Argonauts by declaring “You’ve punctured my solitude,” (3) and
Claudia Rankine, who uses the lyric essay to render the “[American] battle between the ‘historical
self’ and the ‘self self’” (11). Blending genres enables these writers to present a rich examination of
the relationship between speaker and setting. Because “Filament” unfolds within a wide range of
cultural and geographic locations, incorporating narrative is an attempt to provide a more stable
framework for the ideas of the piece to operate within. Within the manuscript at large, this respite of
narrative stability seeks to contrast and thereby emphasize the polyphonic voice of the speaker
throughout the thesis.
“Filament” functions as a confessional moment within the thesis, acknowledging the
speaker’s stakes and motivations, in pursuit of developing a self-aware and culturally responsible
text. “His Top Hat Is the Detonator” likewise seeks to interrogate the speaker’s privilege. To
exercise integrity, this thesis must acknowledge its complicity with cultural imperialism. With its
many power structures entangled, cultural imperialism operates as a kyriarchy. This kyriarchy is
metonymic with a spider’s web, in its function of many threads converging to ensnare more
vulnerable species. By foregrounding self-inquiry and awareness throughout this manuscript, I hope
to investigate and invert my understanding of a web of power. I seek to locate myself in this web—
as a white, bisexual, middle-class woman with type-two bipolar disorder—and to maintain
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acknowledgement of this position of relative privilege while writing to broader situations, situations
that often implicate populations of which I am not part.
In this thesis, as both spider and fly—I craft a web while caught in one. To that end, I hope
to use this manuscript to offer a globally informed, eco-critical perspective on living as an artist with
mental illness during the post-nuclear era. For those of us born after 1945, the doomclock has never
offered many hours. On one hand, nationalist tensions are fraught by the possibility of mutually
assured destruction; on the other, tensions are held stale by the stagnancy of “I’ll show you mine if
you show me yours.” An eye for an eye—I imagine the whole world pocked by catastrophic
explosions, the whole world hovering just shy of being pocked. This paralyzing volatility resonates
with my understanding of my mental illness. My emotional world always verges on catastrophe, my
non-dualism so often shows itself as a kind of hyper-duality, barely holding itself together. As
within, the stakes without feel high enough to induce vertigo. This thesis is my love-letter to
nonduality, the concept that gives me courage to face these stakes.
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I AM BIKINI ATOLL
This warning sponsored by red
sky at morning: two verbs walk
into each other. Now—
since I’ve met my own
wretchedness, external—reflected,
we happen. The past collapses,
and/or we grasp. Survival
slips between our warring
tongues. This warning
sponsored by my island’s best effort
to lull well-intentioned men of science
into love, dazzle us
into mutual oblivion. If I were
you, I would run.

1

ONE

2

HERACLITUS
When sifting inputs, senses collect rocks
from river bottom, line them up in rows
and hold them steady: fondle, lick, gawk,
inhale, and listen. Water wished its flow
abrasive so abrasion smoothed a stone.
The pebble under tongue aspired blood
so tasted iron. Jeweled, light alone
cannot refract, so asked the eye to flood.
The very air had clot with mist, respired
through my olfaction. Tumbled, rubble clocked
against itself, resounded while nerves fired.
My treasures wet, I bent to drink, stalked
by stimulus. The river reached to you,
relentless, swallowed senses’ claims of truth.

3

MASS SPECTROMETER2
Linseed, pigment binder,
hints at the age of paintings.
Linseed, derived from flax, flax
whose roots grip into soil that,
since 1945, contains traces
of radioactivity. Isotopes that fluttered
from nuclear detonations—
one thousand American explosions,
two thousand globally. Operation Latchkey’s
fanciful blast names: Absinthe, Khaki,
Tangerine. What a whimsy of physics
ruptured. And that hyperbolic Soviet
explosion—hydrogen, Tsar Bomba.3
Under Indira Ghandi—explosives
radiated around plutonium like petals
of a lotus—Smiling Buddha.4
Grins whirled out from crowns
of flame. Flavors radiated. I’ll never taste
an apple grown in isotope-free dirt.
The first test was named Trinity,
after Donne (Batter
my heart, three person’d God). Just
twenty-two days later, Little Boy5
exploded over Hiroshima—fissure
where city was, flash-burned families.
Flags incinerated, elsewhere did they sink
half down their poles? Betrothed
unto your enemy. Art answers: a
balm, a howl, a laugh that rattles
atoms. Some will accuse us of time
wasting—making our iambs,
our time signatures, dabbing
paint onto canvas—mixing our pigment
with linseed. Picasso said that art washes
away the dust of everyday life,
but what about isotopes? Fruit flesh
must have tasted pure as snowfall
before that first explosion. Can art pry
the radioactive tang from an apple?
4

Image, sound clip, litany—
fraught with authenticity, or not,
the lost and possible call to us
from art. Genuine shadows dance
on cave walls. Has Lascaux
remained untainted? Linseed, loose lips
that flap about the age of a wellforged painting—I am isotope laced,
too. Am I artifice? I’ll mother nothing,
no god will die in my arms.

5

GOD THAT I USED TO BE
Weeks seep into the internet. I plead: make me feel, sleep me under
whatever memes persuade a whale-dirge into yesterday. A pixel binge
to offset anhedonia—atrocities, iconic pictures: make me feel.
Information bender, drown my weather. In other words, I slip
into second person, into whatever lecture evaporates fastest,
whatever podcast is bested readily by our near-star’s fusion.
You thunder—drumming that undoes anyone’s attempt to touch
me. Weeks seep, you plead: me, me, me. I speak only to myself.

Suddenly, from the cupboards, your accidents rattle.
I run home to oblivion, and it’s too late, as usual. You’d flown
already, out from one cubby and into another. I understand,
my worldview limned in neither tryptophan nor tinsel.
I never was bothered much
by nightfall. In other worlds, rumors of you
inferno: I fall from my mouth by thousands

6

OPERATION CROSSROADS6
1946—Bikini Atoll
[ able ]
a starlet made of quivers, this split
atom / a rip in spacetime / her spin
reversed seabirds’ gyres / ships glitched
in the instant
of suck before slam / before steam and
vanish / just beneath the surface,
just before the boom / solemn, slick
creatures shed their scales / slipped glitter
from meat / scales suspended—brief
forever—in a bipedal silhouette / a big
loose human outline, and through it—Godhead, bomb-astonished city / Nagasaki
through the yawn of— / fish scales
form a buxom shape / robust breasts
on a four-limbed portal / a Little Boy
leers through the outline of an hourglass
figure / into what hovers
in the after
the threat of—
but better to protect our pretties / glamour
at the seam of clapping hands / relax
into missile-rimmed mutuality
[ baker ]
a Fat Man inhabits no space, takes the world whole
into the vacuum of him. in the ships, galley-ghosts
sing—fling slicks of dough into cursive, epistles
will crisp into ash, then collapse into nothing
my love / my fear / my other
chatter of rats, pigs—vanished—the whole folds
into his hot center, submarines pinned
to the sea-floor, the test rendered fat as a pig,
as amply unhappened as an arms race
7

blasted animals / battered tests
the Fat Man asked. annihilation, 90 friable feet deep,
waits for detonation. dough-flinging ghosts hum radioactive—
what is the half-life of an animal? the whole world’s gone
H.a.a.M., halved, the half halved, and halved, and
[ charlie ]
scheduled to detonate under water,
he’d have been a Little Boy of taken
chances / a leap from nothing into something
and back / elsewhere, an unworried child
spreads her arms, spins / a kid with a chin-hold
on a flashlight / dragging the beam across line
after line of a novel / imagines a life not
hers / quiet hamlets / vanished ships / flattened
cities / a detonation unscheduled, Little Boy’s is
the imagined life accessible in halves/ he is
Zeno’s infinite regress / spiraling over
the ocean
alas, contamination / canceled
test / the wildly long half-life of / our inherited
terror of tomorrow, tomorrow, and / the impossible
walk to the mailbox / every half is halved and
halved, every test met, every weapon ready
a Little Boy is a letter / sent to a dead family
the oxymoron of hands
clapping in the wake

8

AS WITHIN, SO
our minds build forts of sheets—
linens thrown over ideas
to show their shapes. Fear quivers
the periphery—context bounds
against our forts and everything
ripples. Flap of sheets, flap
of sails—we tell ourselves we are
not landlocked, not also acidifying
the ocean. Figuration flickers
the scene. Forty days of desertification,
in every direction. We know only
that which we can fasten to what
we know. Battened—hatches
and cabinets. Sand or sea,
meaning vanishes at the horizon.
Packaged snacks, gathered—
that is, what we fatten on
scents our sweat. Orange rind,
rain sound, hatred, tang of turned
milk. Pervasive detergent smell,
yet our vestments never feel
clean. Still, our ideas continue
giggling. Under these auspices
of linen, we exhume secrets:
a tented dig, lit up with intention.
Our pickaxes, our shrink-wrapped
sandwiches. Anyone outside might
gasp at these shadows—my silhouette
is the shape of your laugh, a lip twist
like a lighthouse, warning me away
from shore. Anyone outside
might watch the shadows of ships
pass between our mouths. An ocean,
long ago, evaporated. Over decades,
we find ourselves less able to distinguish
ourselves from our cloth houses.

9

JUST OUTSIDE THE BLAST RADIUS7
Little Boy exploded over Hiroshima when you were
barely a seed within a seed within a scrotum, an egg
inside an egg. For three hundred years, already,
a fat white pine had accepted tending—
bulged only as far as allowed: spindles clipped
daily, snugly fit pot. Near the detonation site,
the flash seared flesh red, singed cloth. Needles
clattered from pine trees in fives. The blast’s mantle
extended just shy of one and a half miles
—the flash extended farther. The bonsai safe, snug,
at a distance just past. Ash flake in a corridor,
you were not yet a thought to anybody—it was still
possible that no broader context would ever condense
especially into you. Whole communities flew apart.
Hundreds of years ago, the pine that would become
the bonsai, too, was pure potential—pressed against the edges
of its cone. Pressed to a wall at 8:15 a.m., on August 6, 1945
—single day, savage hinge—the bonsai sat snug,
just outside the blast radius, safe
for all the shave was narrow. Crosshatched
by shattered windows, the family who tended
the tree also survived. Even after that cleave
of past from after, you remained a series of soft rumors
—a newness not promised.
And the lust that would become me was still
nothing but darkness in a womb, too. That is,
you weren’t alone in the purity of your potential.
Centuries-old, the bonsai was tended
by generations of the same family. It outlasted
the blast by dint of accidental radius. Were we
blades of grass, then? Were we the glint of sunlight
when shears snipped errant needles into form? Not yet
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a thought to anybody, not a little boy, were you
light on a set of clippers, an inch of pine needle
clipped? Thirty-two years after the bomb
detonated over Hiroshima, Japan shipped the bonsai
across the Pacific—a gift to the U.S., in celebration
of two-hundred years of nationhood. A spindle? No,
just a mushroom-shaped tree in the National
Arboretum. Not a flash-burned human-shape
against a wall, not a platitude or a plaudit, we long
for a peace not fraught with the screams
of the dying. The gift of outliving a national trauma
is back-handed—Ecliptic—fitting, if sick to death
of threading perimeters. We rise, unlikely,
from between atoms. As if peripheries of pine trees,
our highly unlikely orbits were forged in a flash.
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ORB WEAVER
for Marianne Moore
The structural variations of orb webs
number amply into the hundreds: sheet webs,
spring traps, spirals, snares.
In the West, we habitually locate
the center of our selfhood, our agency,
just behind our eyes.
Glands in the spider’s abdomen make liquid
silk. Each gland leads to a tiny spigot, known
as a spinneret.
In the East, people locate their agency
at the chest’s center: gestures to the sternum
implicate the mind.
Frame threads anchor and delineate the web.
Radial threads converge on a central hub.
Neither are sticky.
As an idea transmits from one person
to another, humans struggle to locate
that notion in space.
Spiders make the catching spiral adhesive
by regularly studding strands with droplets
of glue. Where two threads
intersect, they form a solid connection.
Entomologists still debate if these points
of contact enact
a genuine fusion of threads, or if some
other substance cements them together. When
the spider prepares
to create a new web she must eat the old.
I read the letters Bishop wrote to Lowell
to settle the buzz
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stuck in my mind. Art just isn’t worth that much,
she wrote. A spider’s web extends beyond her
body. She might wait
at the web’s center, or might build a retreat,
removed from the web
waiting for contact.
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Filament
“Till the bridge you will need be form’d, till the ductile anchor hold,
Till the gossamer thread you fling catch somewhere, O my soul.”
—Walt Whitman
We step out of the train station in Kaoshuing—Taiwan’s southernmost industrial hub, sprawled
across the Tropic of Cancer. After we transfer to the grubby metro and take a cab to a scooter rental
shop, we stuff our camping gear under the seats of two scooters, stuff our heads into helmets, and
start a three-hour scoot to Jialeshui, surf capital of Taiwan.
I hang off of Tyler, a curly-haired software developer I met in a meditation class. Tires fling
grit into our faces. The narrow road threads between the ocean and mountains, and the sun simmers
my left shoulder red.
Our campsite is clotted with “don’t-touch-me” ferns—I trail my finger along their seams
and watch them curl closed. While the men swim, I sit on the sand and scrawl lines in my journal.
The Jialeshui coast faces south; the sun seems to crumble at the seam of ocean and mountain.
After sunset, we eat a greasy American-style dinner while Tyler’s roommate lists the breast
sizes of his Taiwanese girlfriends. Tyler emphatically reassures me that he’s more of an ass man. We
set up camp. The roommate will make a fire, Tyler can set up the tents, and I can do whatever—
maybe collect some firewood? Just stay out of the way.
I strap on a headlamp and hike, alone, into the thick forest. Most of the wood is sodden,
rotted. As I pick up a log to examine it, the beam of my headlamp glints purple off of something a
few feet in front of me. I step closer, crouch. As the beam steadies and my eyes focus I see the eight
shadowy limbs of a large, furry spider splay out beneath the glitter of four little eyes. I gasp, stumble
backward onto the path. I stare into the jungle through a column of murky lamplight then slowly
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turn my head, sweeping the trees with the beam. Everywhere, everywhere the teal and purple glitter
of eyes.
**
On weekdays, I live with my grandma. While my mother attends nursing school, my grandmother
sits me down at the old poker table to eat cinnamon toast or color. I am the only child in the
family—persistently lonely, ravenous for attention. Difficult.
My grandmother has a deck of medicine cards. On one side of each card is a plain design; on
the other is a detailed illustration of an animal. She spreads them over the poker table. The face of
each animal rings up like cathedral glass.
She has me cut and shuffle the cards. She is going to find my totem animal.
I am four years old. You came out of me talking and you never stopped, my mother likes to say.
My grandmother splits the remainder of the deck, asks me to pick a half. I choose. She
rearranges the cards. I like horses, tigers, and dolphins, and sometimes, when I can’t fall asleep, my
grandmother lets me hold a smooth agate stone.
She arranges the cards, asks me to pick four. I pick. She takes the rest away, rearranges them.
We have two dogs, six cats, and a cockatiel named Louie. My grandmother rearranges the cards
while my mother wakes up from a nap, makes microwave nachos and watches All My Children.
When I can’t sleep, I feel the cool stone against my palm. There are four cards on the table and my
grandmother asks me to pick one.
She turns the card over and smiles. Of course, she says. You’re a spider.
My upset is beyond dismay—I am disgusted.
**
I thought I’d worked through my arachnophobia in Alaska, where I worked for a summer
as a camp counselor. I would let soft-limbed creatures tap across my palm,
a tent full of ten-year-olds huddled at the precipice of panic, watching, apt to scream or smash
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the squirming thing whose habitat we camped on top of.
With kids poised to respond to my fear or calm I cupped hand over hand
over spider after spider and carried them, carefully, out of the tent. Given courage
by my responsibility to the kids, I stayed calm. I focused on my breath.
Then, I went to Ghana. Wet and dense, its light was red and heavy-hung,
its trees broad-leafed and waxy. Grey, crustaceous spiders were driven indoors
by sudden storms that flooded the hovels of frogs and set them singing.
The grey spiders were maybe two-inches across, their bodies flat.
They mostly hung out in the same low-corners, and arrived at night
or during wet weather. They did not seem to keep webs. I didn’t mind them,
and we cohabited uneventfully in Accra and Kumasi. Outside of the city, though,
in Oguaa—a 300-person village with no running water and infrequent electricity—
goats waited for slaughter, tied to posts in half crumbled clay-brick houses,
thick, black millipedes clicked through a two-foot blanket of cacao leaves,
and alleys were rived red by storm-floods. I was ushered to one cement room
of many on a long, low row. A bald, blue light bulb hung from the ceiling,
a mangled bed frame crouched in the corner. Seeing only a few
of the familiar grey spiders, I set up my sleeping pad and mosquito net
on the bald concrete. I lay down to write by the light of my headlamp,
and as I rolled onto my side the beam of my lamp caught a sparkle
low on the wall and I thought ok, just a grey spider,
cool. But then the dense little pocket of glitter moved
fast and I sat up and glimpsed something bigger
than my hand and I leapt
up and toppled my mosquito net and ran
to the Chief’s quarters, where other students and program staff slept.
I asked Sefa how big the spiders got here and he said Big.
I asked if he would come look because I needed someone
to confirm what I saw. We lit the blue light bulb, doused shadows
with our flashlights, but found nothing. Sefa shrugged, left.
As he pulled the door closed, I saw—clinging to its other side—
an eight-limbed dinner-plate, eyes glittering.
**
David starts calling me baby before we meet in person. I find him on a dating website, like his
profile, and we send long messages back and forth. He asks me a lot of questions. I see from your survey
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answers that you like long, slow kisses. Do you have a favorite movie kiss? I am in Taipei, soon to be moving
to New Orleans, where he lives.
His profile says he’s Wiccan and his religion scares women away. I do not consider myself
easy to frighten, and wonder if this will give me staying power. I tell him that I have a special
connection with spiders. They come to me in my dreams, dripping from dusty webs. To Druids,
spiders represent the Bard, he says. Fitting, he says, for a poet.
The first time we talk on Skype he reads me fairytales while I pack. He has a cleft in his chin
and dark eyes. I should cast a spell, he says. Bless an item, leave it somewhere meaningful.
I scratch runes into some wooden prayer beads that snapped off of a bracelet two years
prior, during a drunken hookup in Shanghai. I pray over the beads, cleanse them with sage and
palosanto, hoping to rid them of the taint of failed romance.
At midnight, I cycle to Ren Ai Circle—the largest traffic circle in Taipei, an island of
greenery at the city’s center. During a lull in traffic, I dart across the road and force my way through
dense shrubs, my face veiled with spider web. I leave four beads in each cardinal direction and four
in the exact center of the circle. I tuck the remaining four in my pocket.
In Chinese, the number four represents death. The words for four and death are phonetically
similar, distinguishable only by tone. A cycle of seasons. Half a spider’s legs. A presidential term of
office. Completion. I feel snails crunch under my feet as I push through bushes and run back to my
bicycle. I pray for love.

I fly across the Pacific in July. My mother’s house is nestled among incendiary foothills in
Southern California’s droughted suburbs. While I assemble a set of canvas drawers on the back
porch, David watches on Skype and talks politics. He likes this dynamic: I build, he distracts. As he
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talks, a greasy black widow descends on a thread just behind the screen. I back away, eyes bulging.
You should have seen your face, he says.

I cross the continent in August, camping in Flagstaff, Sedona, Albuquerque. The vistas give
me headaches—they’re too brilliant, too big. I set up my tent directly off of the highway in Carlsbad.
I scribble notes while watching bats pour out of the caverns. In Austin, I stop to visit a friend from
in Shanghai. He convinces me to stay an extra night to go to his friend Tim’s birthday party. Tim’s a
great guy, my friend says, Hilarious. Smart.
At the party, Tim waxes about universal income and the American artistic spirit. He believes
that poetry is important. He has bright blue eyes and a nose that swoops upward. He makes me
laugh. At the end of the night, he chases down the car to get my phone number. He kisses me
through the rolled-down window while his friends wolf whistle. Driving into the East Texas woods I
feel buoyant, lovable.

I arrive in New Orleans in mid-August. Thunderstorms buffer me into a week of naps.
David asks me to meet him at The Sazerac Bar in the old Roosevelt Hotel. I show up in
jeans; he is wearing a tie. Before I sit, he gives me a pearl bracelet. I hold out my left wrist; he insists
on my right. We walk through the French Quarter to Frenchman Street, stopping here and there to
listen to music. The bracelet dangles awkwardly from my wrist. As we step under an awning, a spider
descends in front of me on a strand of web. Am I catching all these synchronicities? David wants to
know.
After a few days, I return the bracelet. He puts it on a tree in his front yard. It will be there,
he tells me, when I am ready to take it. If anyone besides this woman takes this bracelet, he incants, May they
be rendered infertile.
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**
On weekends I stay at my grandma’s house with my dad. When my cousins come over, we run into
the ravine out back, crash through strands of bamboo that choke out older trees, swing on tree
limbs and howl about every squirming thing.
But today, alone with my grandmother, I thunk on the upright piano while she bustles.
Mother of seven, she is never not busy. I am six years old and scared of spiders. That’s called
arachnophobia, my father tells me.
My toys are in the basement but, alone, I am afraid of ghosts. The only ghosts in this house are
Roger, who lives in the chimney and causes mischief, my grandfather tells me, and my mother who died upstairs in
your dad’s room. Still, with Grandma perched at the hallway table making calls, I’d rather play upstairs.
Shoes are forbidden on the new carpeting. Sprawled on the floor, I notice movement—a
translucent spider crawls across the carpet. I scream.
My grandmother drops the phone and rushes over and she crushes the spider with a wad of
tissue. Unexpectedly overcome with grief, I start to sob. The spider had a life and now its life is gone I wail.
My grandmother sits on the floor with me. Startled by the intensity of my response, she gathers me
into her lap and brushes my wet hair from my face.
**
The oldest definition of the word Tantra indicates a loom,
a weaving device. A spider
extends beyond her body, weaves pieces of herself into her habitat. I blessed my memories,
tucked them into a Taipei traffic circle. Still, I left. After I arrive in New Orleans,
Tim and I keep in touch. After months of online conversation, he drives out to visit.
I learn something new every time we talk, he says.
An orb weaver has slung her web between two trees. She waits at the center.
We used to play find the wolf-spider at summer camp, Tim tells me. We’d hold our flashlights
by our temples, drag the beam across the grass.
Between the infinite and formless is a dynamic tension—no nothing without everything,
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and vice versa. Tantra weaves spirit and matter,
action and consciousness. I leave. I come back.
But an orb weaver waits in her web.
You’re nice. You’re sweet. You’re pretty. He says, he says, he says.
He drives eight hours to see me. His birthday is eight eight eighty-eight.
Her eight legs weave her silk beyond her body,
but there are spaces—
wind slips through any web.
Tim and I list words we know. What is the energy center at the base of the spine, again?
The root chakra? The lower dantian?
Two paths wind forward. The right hand path is pure, steady.
The right hand path is kept safe by abstention.
The left hand path is dark, dirty. Rugged, reckless.
The left hand path is risks stitched together.
Luck favors the bold, he says.
Tim will love me. I will leave.
A spider affixes herself to her surroundings with filament, filament.
The right hand path wants us sober. I feel like I’m on drugs just being near you,
Tim says. The left hand path wants us this love drunk.
You make me want to be a better man, he says.
On the way home from the French Quarter, we wait at a stoplight.
Left or Right? Tim asks.
Before building a new web the spider must eat the old
one. Tantra weaves the right and left hand paths.
together. Louie or Roger? he asks.
**
A massive orb weaver has slung her web between two trees at the top of a hill on Haad Tian Bay,
where I have traveled, alone, to study yoga. I stop to watch her each morning before meditation.
While the bay flashes in the distance, we practice on a platform surrounded by mosquito
netting. We listen to lectures on the eight limbs of yoga. Some mornings, the spider’s web has been
cut through or obliterated by rain. While she makes repairs, I watch her grip strand after strand,
touching her spinnerets to each thread. Her muscles control the aperture of a valve, braiding and
releasing liquid silk. She excretes, weaves herself into her surroundings. I lack the impulse to affix
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myself to my environment, floating from one place to another, lovers and family in my wake. Her
web is destroyed by wind, rain, and captured prey—mangled by fulfilling its purpose. She constantly
repairs and re-creates her home, and in preparation to create a new web, she eats the old.
One night, she catches a locust. In the morning, she has gathered it to the hub of her web
and half-swathed it in strands of silk. I watch as she spins it among her legs. Other students come
and go. Some glance, some stop and talk with me about the spider.
Twice during my month in Thailand, I panic during practice and weep at my inadequacy. I
excuse myself and watch the orb weaver. The thick gauze around the captured insect gradually
withers. She repairs her web, over and over, while I abandon every home but poetry.
As we raise our arms, the teacher asks us to imagine that our fingers are so long that they
reach into the center of the galaxy, grazing the stars.
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THREE
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IF /
then maybe you’d still be a fold in my accordion of broad observation—you me you me you; good
bad good bad good; etc. If only I hadn’t stumbled so directly inside of you. You: another inhabitant
of what I had known to be my own inscrutable rock in the water. Donne was wrong, etc. But then,
of course, you showed up. A promontory that offered yourself, just as awful with contradiction as
me. I thought this ocean was all of it. But you touched me, so now, then, everything is after. Now
the rest of the human species can walk right on.
You asked my smattering of polyps, my crushed coral. You asked my seam of land and sea about its
weather. You asked with the mild fascination of an island yourself. And when you told me about
Foster Wallace’s suicide, you were new land pushing up through water.
And then as we (you: sea heave that keeps me
on the edge of retching / me: persistent solipsism
of moon on water) became seasick in mutuality, a
retinue of me drummed up your hunches
and vice versa. That wave crash. If I had
known better, your mouth might still
suck the sea from my sockets while I sleep.
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THE CONTROL SAMPLE IS GASLIT
Saturated as they are with feelings, two types of data decide to stay in for the evening.
Qualitative Data perches at the kitchen table, splits open the dictionary: “The call is coming
from inside your body,” the dictionary whispers, & sure as shit, the creak & grumble of uncounted
realities squirms in her belly. She wonders if she’s hungry.
Quantitative Data saunters in shirtless, jar of jellybeans under-arm, says, “Guess how many.”
“Seven,” she says.
He says, “Come on.”
She folds herself over the whole of her vernacular & says, “Let me think.”
He mumbles “More beans than days left in your life” & she says “What” & he says “Nevermind”
& she wonders what sort of bugs would come if she buried all those beans out back.
Would any great stalk grow? She chuckles. He, too, knows it’s funny business.
“Come on,” he taunts. He inches in ones & zeroes up her thigh.
The crook of his one hooks her bean & flings it into his jar. She gawps.
“I suggest you forget what you saw,” he says, “or what you think you saw.”
**
“Forget what you saw, or what you think you saw,” he says,
and tractable as all fuck, Quantitative Data brandishes an actionable metric
for happiness. “Count your laughs,” he says. (implies: feel sad about their fewness, hassle for more)
The subject can’t be aware of the project, though, because
of how attention begets,
or sets off obsessive picking of wounds.
The whole internet agrees with me at once, types “This.”
This isn’t meant to be taken
literally.

The history of human truth HUP-two-threes HUP-two-threes
at a cadence called out by money. “The electrical impulse is(n’t)
the dream itself,” Qualitative Data whispers, wants back her bean.
“You’ll have to play me for it,” Quantitative Data says, producing a birdie.
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He tosses her a racket. “Stop feeling so sad about how few your laughs are,” he cackles,
“The whole point of utterance is how it collapses.”
**
Can’t have the prod without the prodded, can you? Data gets hard
so easy—blow on her ear & the whole world settles into her erection.
That’s right, her ladycock shuttles up when she examines the planet.
BLAST OFF!!!!! But
when the field widens (blindfolds ripped off
each cell in the spreadsheet, & suddenly
there’s no real size to the sample),
a vast, un-numberable happening writhes in all directions,
indefinitely. All quality, she can’t quite come
around to an actionable statement. With a laugh
more than a lob, she sets the birdie’s trajectory
with the inevitability of never
knowing much at all. & before the match,
you bet me my sensory data—take it, take it.
**
you bet me my sensory data
— take it, take it
I start to keep you
as my dream journal
& we
(intersection of sleep
& waking)
rummage for rhetoric
in the disjoint— [ [ your White House
floats over
my Gulf Coast ] ]
[ [ my ghost party
haunts a windchime of dicks ] ]
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sleep’s wake splits—I rise
from the fissure, reliable
**
From fissure, reliably,
Unnumbered, unsteady

I rise

An older They unfolds eight arms & preys
& Lo! that cloud assumes a phallic shape,
Suggests me canon fodder
me:
of fact
if

a marriage pact
with interpretation

I’m still single when my sensory perceptions
turn 30, I’ll keep seeing
You show up to collect your winnings
My sensations hang limp across my outstretched arms
saturated as they are with feelings
**
The whole point of utterance is how it collapses
in on itself.
Careful, you—my sweet social scientist—catalogue:
cackle, dance move, fangirling
One phrase raises its hand, all I-happen-to-echo-back-to-the-Iliad
as if that were the guts of the utterance. But etymology doesn’t get me
off. Commensurate apexes aside, I know, you can’t find
an epiphany with an MRI. You can examine the electric
impulses that trigger the dream, but the dream itself is only handy
through reportage. How to measure the sturdiness of a construction of truth?
You place well-informed bets, of course! You horse around with physics. Solicit
peer review. Over beers, you ask me: Have you spoken with your therapist about this?
You insist you love me. Come on, honey, you wave my body
in front of me,
I’ll bet you all your sad little attitudes
that quality trumps quantity.
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**
All my sad little attitudes (that quantity trumps quality) jostle for a better seat
in the bleachers. We squeeze in among them. The sun swelters, sends out limitless rays—
qualitatively constituent, quantitatively discrete. You’ve asked me not to count my orgasms.
My sad little attitudes surround us, sweaty. Qualitative Data waves her racket, her wrist
princess-pivots. Quantitative Data struts. Arms folded, I am hot for numbers.
Arm snugged around me, you’re all Hallmark Card for quality. All I want is
to get off equitably. The sad attitude sitting next to you lists statistics, only
you’ve read everyone’s memoirs, so your perspective is nuanced. “The human
element,” as you say. You give each of my orgasms a name, a tragic backstory.
This one is Fox Mulder, chasing aliens because his sister was abducted
when he was at a formative age. That one is Mulder’s sister. My orgasms
crowd, too, in the arena. Hedges rear up around me—which data will take
the match? They mount the court, shake hands across the net. But you
can’t have the prod without the prodded, can you? Data gets hard.
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TEACHERS TELL ME THAT FROM FAR
the force of our recitation spins a pinwheel planted at the edge of a desert. A child, standing on the
hem of a suburb, gathers her scraped knees to listen. Her father is a thought-form, broadshouldered, palm-fronds flapping from his neck-hole. He bought a gun to protect her from the
Muslims. Landlocked, she plucks a blade of scrub-grass, touches it to the lips of her invisible twin—
a kid like her, padding over shattered glass. Flashlight under chin, she reads stories of girls like her in
distant deserts, senses a far-off simultaneity, gossamer same-same of first crushes, frustrated love of
fathers, fathers filled-to-burst with fear. Kite shadows. Drones float overhead.
They pick their scabs and believe in love. As fragile as a spider’s web. Her shadow vanishes as the
dust of collapsing structures blots out the sun. Her shadow vanishes as she slips into cool proximity
of stucco. Strands clot into cobweb. Their mothers are herds of extinct pachyderms. Their fathers
are lost languages. Equidistant from each, I am lost in a congregation chanting mantra. Palm fronds
waft smoke from cedar, a sweet fog to feed hungry ghosts. Distant needs—pleas for understanding,
for stability. One’s country floods the other’s with drones—
home is a blown dandelion, the sky frothed with coptering seeds.
The teacher tells me that though we are distant, our mantra recitation is a karmic influx that can
empty any deserts’ pressure systems. Smoke billows. A pinwheel, elsewhere, spins.
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MEDIATION
the seam of past and future is a shamble
a foreign city treading water
names were

once

upon a windshield I pull self from the road
meddlesome everyone crackles antennae
we exchange dim gossip
blood-luscious:

where
I find me
we

hurry through security questions: childhood's
favorite crayon name, grandmother's maiden

voyage

I heard my heart
ripple
like the corrugated
roofs of makeshift shelter

thought
I wanted

a stronger drink to ease corners into orbs
I watch the shudder of flesh from pedestrians
while salt-bloat rots plaster off mannequins

this

I pull off my lips to witness my shatter:
vessels list toward anti-matter asphalt
faces
scraped free from each

name
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HIS TOP-HAT IS THE DETONATOR
He’s got pockets so deep that they’re filled with many Americas.
“I think you would agree,” he says, “That the pre-colonial wild
was vibrantest right when western eyes drunk it up—our tinned
peas steeped in salt, our ale-full stomachs sloshing.” Jingles some
change. That is, the Americas in his pockets ring against each
other—a peacey treat! a treatise in pieces! a flinging nuke! a puking
fling! They ring right next to his three-hundred-&-twenty million
penises, each penis more statured, rational, & magnificent than
the preceding. Who needs a mother?
These sweet & sour Americas are at
once sticky & flickering. “Let’s flip a coin,” he lifts one with his
pincers & offers it to you: it glints its twin heads of Oprah &
Obama, & he of deep pockets laughs, “I call this land post-racial,”
while still in the lint-deep of his pants another America brandishes
the twin tails of the prison industrial complex & Donald Trump,
& this America he calls “systemically traumatized,” while even
deeper pocketed there sparks an America made of hand-stitched
flags & sad-ish battlesongs—the type of sad that flashes like
lightning from the throat of anyone who sings it—& that
America, this man says, is more real & radical than all the dancemoves & sequin glints that make up gameshow America.
But gameshow America clangs &
rattles constantly against all the other Americas, which have
names like “apple pie,” “habitable appropriation” & “magic
capsules.” Gameshow America ka-chings, spinning out more
Americas, bikini-clad nations with tanned legs radiating from
small, devastating patches of fabric. That bomb pussy that puritan
America wraps in sandwich bread.
He barrels through a red desert in an
astrovan, enamored with the past’s best futurisms. Racket
America has a fashionable appetite—a clamor for a brand new
RV! a brand new vanishing point! a brand new re-branded
aphorism! Deep pocketed, he fingers triggers and whispers
sweetly into our shared inheritance, “Over half of America is
brand, and still, this land is yours.” Check under your seat, reader,
America may have taped a brand there for you.
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REFUSING THE TRANSMISSION
On Sunday, I walk up historic Caoling Road,
arterial during the WWII occupation,
now a well-trodden hiking trail, peopled
mostly with elderly Taiwanese couples:
canes, cargo pants, mild handholding.
On my way up the mountain,
strangers ask me why I am alone.
That Saturday afternoon, I sank
onto the metro, emerged in the north of the city,
clicked through tiled courtyards into a stadium,
where my ad hoc Sangha waited
for the smoke offering to begin.
Red-robed: stadium lights spangle
naked skulls. In the mountains,
ferns carry on ticking. The Master
summons his lineage. Every mouth
is full of mantra, and still I want
attention. I have heard nothing
changes but our minds. Beside me, a child
makes shadows with her hands, her parents
attending the altar. She heckles light into spider,
demon, bird, dog. The Master enters
amid sonorous conches, cymbals. Arrhythmic,
the disco ball flings spangles over the waxed floor.
Buddha Shakyamuni's bones hover
somewhere inside a glass stupa.
I crane my neck but can’t see.
Our congregation scratches its plastic chairs
across the concrete, rattles its throat. We walk
around the altar, chanting mantra. I’m told
physics listens, but the forest won’t shiver
while I am watching.
An elderly couple passes me
on their way
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up the mountain. I am not
the sort of muck from which
a lotus grows. I wait
in many angles of sun.
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FOUR
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PSYCHOANALYSIS FOR EXTRA-DIMENSIONAL BEINGS
I floated open on a bed of dilemmas, of tentacles
A chain of unpaid interns linked hands
and trailed behind a lamp-limbed fish
until they formed a circle around me
“Vandal!” gasped one
“Catastrophe!” gasped another
The interns’ fingers were stethoscopes
with which they pattered at me
The murmur of my sternum purpled
the room which was less room than fluid
less lung than funding crisis
I floated open on a bed of illness, of camellia
Bioluminescence wafted visibility around my sickness
The longer they looked the more lips I seemed—
what wasn’t lips of me? I fluttered, flung moments
all over, dripped intervals ‘til the room glowed fugue
Flayed before them on a bed of rice, of riddles: I floated
The fish drizzled beams of light over my body.
Her glowing appendage exhibited my midparts: a four hour nap, some platitudes
“So slippery, she!” one quipped
“She nipples so much!” quipped another
Without pay to sate them, the interns
stuff their cheeks with linear causality
They attempt to straighten themselves
with whiskey and sustained liminality, the bitterer
picture quality of figurative speech
Over my open self, floating, the boss-fish parsed petals, memories:
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She itched her lover, who’d become
a lump, now, on her side (“Holy umbilicus
unsevered!” the her mate mumbled
into the studious room-marrow, “Holy
only constant is change!”) But silence:
How the overlap of worlds exploded me—how wholeness so floated all of our eyes
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I CAME TO EXPLORE THE WRECK
[Teachers say]

Sink to the placid
bottom of your choptopped stormy
consciousness

Sunk, I think—that is, cartilage creatures
teeth-fight, bulbous mines sway, tangle
in kelp. Just a nudge and they’ll rip open
the ocean. My issue is that language froths
in this sea of me, too.
Still, I sit:
Letters, tensile
let themselves
snap apart,
marks

constituent

spread
across the oily surface,
scum up the seam

tumble

of ocean and land The sun,
the sand. Letter-lines
spread their towels, uncurl
under an August sun,
but luxuriate too long—
they crisp, stiffen.
Unkempt kelp, letters stitch
earth and sea together.
Plastic snags on them—
wrappers, packaging.
Edges, receptors clogged.
And under, sunk in me,
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hulking whales lose course
among thrum and thunder
of merchant ships—
their songs drowned. Finless,
sharks sink immobile
to the seafloor. These truths
in me, I sit.
In the stillness at the seafloor
my monsters can’t keep
themselves unbodied.
Contexted, fleshed out:
hungry and rubbing
their hooks against
my arms. Am I the water?
Sliced, sluiced, fin-slapped—
irradiated, oil-slick, and tangled
with plastic, am I
sea monsters robbed
of context, or am I
constituent with pollution? I swim,
panicked, back to the shore,
yanking wave after wave,
like a blanket, to my chin.
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SOMETHING TIDAL
May 1, 1947: Evelyn McHale ties her ankles together and jumps
from the 86th floor observation deck of the Empire State Building

From asphalt the sky slides
higher: a wave crash transmutes
into glamour. Edges beg
for each other. 8The peripheral, you
see, glimmers. Any party wellworth forgetting, hence
any high rise’s reliability. All
clefts wax credible. The magnetic edge
of any depression, really: everyone
bends inward as you fall
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WINE DARK
Before our corneas got so
dense, we slept with basil leaves 9
across our eyelids.
We dreamt of war while
moonlight sucked the basil dry.
*
Our eyes were supple, prone
to dust—immune to blue
but little else: our senses
armors’ clefts, where light seeped in.
Vision, rain collected: continuous
drips that fixed in-routes,
settled crenels
into our lowest
depressions. Light
seeped, fluid
enough to flare
in our hollows,
our skulls’ basins. Conduits
pooled with color. Dark,
fond with fragrance, flooded.
*
When basil dried, love had us
captured. Centuries of dawn
revealed the wounded blue of sea.
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SALT ALREADY, SHE MELTS IN THE RAIN
when I said regret I meant the settle
of solvent at the bottom of a glass
the muted chime of the spoon that strikes
its sides I meant the small whirlpool
that slows in the center of the water
as salts dissolve
when I said regret I meant I’m waiting
for a glass of water on my nightstand
next to where my contact lenses hang in saline
and my pages molder in their only language
next to where my fragment body saturates
with recall
sleep

**

you gather me into the gulf
where we one-two-three under
even salt, our bodies
still pop back up
toward the storm

**

deja-vu intrudes through static
two half-left humans reach for each other

**
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a long-since dismantled we
at the lip of the Embarcadero Marina

stand still
watching

as a manta ray lapses under murk
blurred into obscurity by the sludge
of so many boats
and as
your hand your laugh
collapses
long dismantled we
grasp at the edge of the Pacific

water
I drop
but
still stand

**

eventually every laugh becomes an after
party when I said regret I meant

the echo of steps down the hall
I meant a mylar balloon half deflated
dragging its ribbon in any direction

how any direction is toward the sea
if you walk for long enough
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Endnotes
This oft-touted correlation between creativity and mental illness remains clinically controversial,
with methodological inconsistencies challenging the legitimacy of studies that demonstrate the link.
2 Since nuclear bomb testing began in 1945, two artificial isotopes—caesium-137 and strontium90—have been absorbed by the soil and “incorporated into the cellular structure of plants”
(Tarantola). The presence of these isotopes in flax, the plant material made into linseed oil, makes it
possible to definitively date oil paintings as created before or after 1945. Italicized text is taken from
John Donne’s “Holy Sonnets.”
3 October 30, 1961
4 May 18, 1974.
5 Little Boy and Fat Man were the nicknames given to the two bombs detonated over Hiroshima and
Nagasaki. Of the two types of nuclear bombs—those that operate on fission, like atomic bombs,
and those that operate on fusion, like hydrogen bombs—these two bombs were both fission.
6
Nuclear bomb testing at Bikini Atoll took place in July of 1946, one year after the historic
explosions in Hiroshima and Nagasaki. The first bomb of the Crossroads tests, coined Able, was
detonated above the surface of the water. An image of Rita Hayworth’s title character from the 1946
film Gilda was stenciled onto the bomb.
1

The second test, Baker, was conducted underwater at a depth of 90 feet. The third, Charlie, was
canceled due to contamination of the atoll, and rescheduled for a 1955 test off the California Coast.
7
In 1976 bonsai master Masaru Yamaki donated a 53-specimen gift to the United States for its 1976
bicentennial, including a 390-year-old mushroom-shaped white pine that had survived the 1945
bombing of Hiroshima.
8 A note in McHale’s purse read: “I don’t think I would make a good wife for anybody.”
9 At one time, basil symbolized hatred in Greco-Roman cultures, but later, in Italy, came to
symbolize love.
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